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The walls might be high, but are they enough to protect the pack, his land, and its people?Flint
thought over a decade in the Iron Army's Building Division gave him enough experience to
complete the life quest. He was wrong. Restoring the Slumbering Fort and awakening proved no
challenge for a man of his talents. However, protecting it and Lea's Slumber from looming threats
is an entirely different story.The first two attacks were minor. Now more formidable threats are on
the way.Fortunately, Flint has his pack and the Woodson Council by his side. When the Iron
Army returns and the Wyld inevitably arrives, they'll need to work together. However, every
faction has its own agenda and interests.Flint must learn where to give ground and where to
draw the line. Otherwise, if external threats don't doom the Champion of Equilibrium's future,
someone on the inside will.Book 2 in the Houndsman Series by J Pal is here. Have you been
dreaming of a LitRPG Series with kingdom-building, flashy skills, and evolving dogs? Well, you
just found it.
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SERIES1“You’ve given up on trying to make the walls blend with the cliffs, haven’t you?” Twylip
asked.“Well, the fort’s existence was never a secret,” Flint replied, using [Bind] to merge the
wall’s blocks with the neighboring cliff walls. “According to Winona, after the last battle, all
essence-sensitive entities in our arc of the disk will have felt our presence. It’s a worthwhile
exchange, in my opinion. Listen.” He tapped the hard black blocks. “It sounds a lot denser,
doesn’t it?”“You don’t have to tell me about it. I heard about you holding a competition for the
strongest to test it... with a prize of any skill stone in the stores.” Twylip chuckled. “I’ve seen
smarter displays of power.”“Adam has two reasonably well-leveled strength-enhancement
abilities. Even his two-handed swings failed to chip or crack the stone.”“It’s a shame you didn’t
give me a chance,” she said. “I have concoctions for dissolving stone.”“Winona tells me the Wyld
don’t have alchemists with creations similar to yours,” Flint commented, taking a break from
[Bind] to massage his hip. “Standard spells won’t do much to our defenses.”“How’s the leg?”
Twylip asked. “Did the healers and your totem not do the job?”“It’s taking too long,” Flint said. “I



was hoping magic would get it done quicker.”“It’s only been two weeks. Your leg was broken in
three places, Flint. Even their magic can only do so much.”“I’m just annoyed since this should’ve
been a ten-day job. Instead, I’ve only been using [Shape] and [Change Density] while Ed and the
others place the stones. They did a good job, but giving instructions and having them fix their
mistakes slowed things down considerably.” Flint sighed. His energy was running low, and he
would’ve loved to get some rest. Only one final section of the wall was left though, and he
refused to spend another extra day on the project. “On the bright side, we did start from the
foundation up. The rubble wasn’t enough, so I got done with the second trench as well.”Twylip
stood on her tiptoes, looking over the wall’s edge at the new moat halfway down the slope. It was
twice as wide and deep as the one further uphill. Flint had personally overseen the bridge’s
construction across it, and it was just wide enough for a cart to get through.“Once I sort out the
water supply and sewage, I’ll redirect all wastewater into it.”“That’s devious.” Twylip grinned.
“Neither the inquisitors nor the Wyld will want to swim across that. I don’t get it though. Why don’t
you get Lefa and her people to fill the area with brambles?”“Didn’t you see how the spell works?
It cracks and fragments the ground,” Flint said. “I don’t want anything ruining the ground’s
integrity. Besides, when the Wyld armies attack, I don’t want to worry about them using our
plants against us.”“Fair enough.” Twylip forced Flint to pause and ran a quick check on his still-
healing limbs. “Your arm is fully healed but will need a few days to regain its old strength.
However, the leg needs another week. So, take it slow on the ol’ up and down, alright?”Flint
nodded, waving her away and focusing on finishing the project. The new wall didn’t have
triangular ramparts or an overhang. As Flint’s understanding improved, he realized those
additions had added to the structure’s instability, so they finished with a wall six feet taller than
the old one with a slight inward curve instead of an overhang. After completing the last leg of his
project, he left the rest to a fae woman with pale, blue-tinted skin. She used her fae magic to
wash the stone and polish it, creating a smooth and slippery surface.Dusk’s light painted the sky
orange as the dogs returned from their daily outing. Each of them arrived dragging a giant deer.
He whistled and then waved at the first guard at ground level to notice him. They opened the
gate straight away, letting the pack in. Flint met them at ground level, showering the dogs with
affection.“Take it easy on the deer and moose, alright?” Flint asked, planting a kiss on Maya’s
head. “At this rate, you’ll wipe them all out.” The sheepdog whined, drawing a chuckle out of Flint.
He scratched her behind the ear, expecting Bjorn to push her away. However, ever since her
stomach started showing, Bjorn had gotten gentler and ceased his roughhousing. “You’re
progressing ridiculously fast, aren’t you?”Maya dropped her kill and leaned into his scratching.
She sent him a memory of the dogs feasting on a stag as big as Bjorn. She showed him how the
snow dog had brushed the others away, giving her freedom to devour the delicious organs
alone. Maya had kept the heart for herself but shared the liver.“You’re all good boys and girls.
Drop them off at the tanner’s. Alright?”The dogs ran off, and Flint started his slow journey uphill.
His pelvis felt stiff but didn’t hurt anymore. Flint wondered whether the discomfort would last for
the rest of his life. It would be a cruel joke if it did. The pass’s incline got harsher the higher one



traveled. As a builder and leader, he couldn’t afford to just stay in the fort. All he could do was
hope and give it time. The healers had assured him that the bones were perfectly aligned and
met him every couple of days to clean out the scar tissue. Yet, he couldn’t help but feel
worried.Once things were more secure, Flint hoped to head out into the wilderness with his pack
every now and again. He loved watching dogs run freely in open ground. If his pelvis didn’t heal,
he’d have no choice but to spend his days cooped up like a lazy nobleman. It was a future he
hoped would never happen.As Flint walked uphill, he was surprised to find Winona and Ed in the
new training area just beyond the tannery. Dinner time was approaching, and he expected
anyone not on duty settling down for a meal or heading to the fort. The high fae woman rarely
visited the walls. Instead, she sent the defensive forces commands and directions through Ed or
Agatha. Flint wanted nothing more than to check his recent progress and rest, but curiosity got
the better of him.Both Winona and Ed were so focused on their exercise that they didn’t see Flint
approaching.“You don’t need to touch the ground to mold it,” Winona said. “Squatting down and
rising up is slowing you down and forcing you into a predictable pattern.” Ed nodded. He held his
right hand out and golden light pulsed down his arm. His magic had no effect. “You’re not
reaching out with your essence, Ed.”“This just isn’t working.” He sighed. “I can’t levitate stone. No
matter how much I picture it in my mind’s eye, it’s just not happening. Maybe my essence just
doesn’t function the same as yours.”Ed’s brows furrowed. He stared into space for a moment
before holding his hand out once again. The golden light once again stopped at his palms. At
first, Flint didn’t notice any change. Then the stone appeared to liquefy and swirl next to his feet.
Then skinny tendrils rose out of the ground, entwining around one another. They twisted and
tightened, forming an arm-long spike.“This feels more natural.” Instead of levitating the stone, he
had shaped it to grow into his hand. Once Ed had a solid grip on the spike, the end touching the
ground twisted, tapered, and then disconnected.“Smart.” Winona smiled. “It’s a learning curve
for me as well. I don’t exactly know how the abilities gained through skill stones work. We fae rely
on incantations—silent or vocal—or runes for our spells. Visualization should allow for more
varying manipulations than your skill stone’s limitations. It’s still good, though.” She ran a finger
along the narrow spike. “This is almost as hard as Flint’s compressed stones.”“Since the [Earth
Molding] softens the stone while I shape it, I pictured the tendrils twisting around each other like
wire. It’s nothing like Mr. Flint’s [Change Density] though.”Ed tested the spike’s weight for a
moment, placing his feet shoulder-width apart. He pulled his arm back, puffed his chest out, and
then threw the projectile. A slight grunt escaped his lips as the spike shot forward much faster
than a javelin. It pierced through the sand-filled dummy made for target practice and struck the
cliff wall behind it. The spike shattered but also left several cracks in the stone.“That was a hell of
a throw!” Flint exclaimed, making both of them jump.Ed grinned sheepishly. “Thanks, Mr. Flint,”
he said. “You were right about [Spearplay]’s [Steady Hand] working well with the [Throwing] skill
stone. This opens up several new options in a fight.”“It’s a shame your strength enhancement
ability is limited to throwing though,” Flint commented, glad Ed was making good use of the
stone he got from the antlered giant. It was one of many. The giants had almost doubled their



stone stores. Flint wandered over to the shattered spike and tested the pieces. It was still the
same strength but coiled tight like a good rope. The stretching and twisting gave the shape
excellent structural integrity. “Just be sure not to mold the outer wall into javelins. I poured too
much energy into it.”“Molding gets more difficult with harder materials. It wouldn’t be efficient for
me to do the same with the wall’s stone.”“It’s about time we continue your essence training, Flint,”
Winona said. “You need to stop making excuses and focus on improving your abilities too.”“I
know. I know.” Flint sighed. “I’m not a natural like our young prodigy here,” he said, patting Ed’s
shoulder. “It looks like [Earth Molding] will be an excellent combat ability in no time.”“I’m going to
come find you tomorrow morning.” Winona grinned. “I can sense your essence, and Alais tested
it too. You’ve been tapping into it all this time, using your abilities a whole lot more than a normal
human should. There’s no reason why you shouldn’t be able to feel your essence too.”No one
had brought up the subject of Flint’s heritage since the meeting with Alais. He wasn’t sure
whether the old puck had divulged the information to others or not. Flint wasn’t sure how he felt
about it. Things were simple when he thought his ancestors were some unknown species of fae.
The topic of druids and them being the source of the Heartstones felt alien and confusing to him.
He already disliked it when people treated him like a lord. Flint hoped the knowledge wouldn’t
encourage further formality.“Fine,” Flint said. “I’ve given myself a light workload tomorrow. So
come find me in the morning, and we’ll try to get to the bottom of it.”He left the pair to carry on
practice and made his way toward the Heartstone. Flint couldn’t help but feel a pang of jealousy.
Ed and the other builders’ growth was much too quick. It wasn’t just their skill stones that
progressed quickly, but their understanding of essence as well. He told himself it was an age
thing. Most of them were still teenagers or just entering their twenties, and they’d made more
progress with their new skill stones than he had with [Alteration] or [Pack Leader].[Defensive
Construction V]—[Builder’s Brawn V]—[Shape+ III] > [Shape+ IV]—[Reinforce IV]—[Architecture
III]—[Bind III]—[Totem of Nurture I] > [Totem of Nurture II]—[Totem of Healing II] > [Totem of
Healing III]Over the past couple of months, [Shape] had become Flint’s most used ability. The
fact it gained a rank came as no surprise. However, he couldn’t help but feel taken aback by how
quickly the totems were gaining levels. They were experiencing regular use as he placed several
around the slope and regularly refreshed them. Then it occurred to him: not only had he not
gotten to use his active abilities often, but the Iron Army had limited how they utilized them
too.Did the army purposely keep us weak and limited?[Marksmanship IV]—[Steady Hand IV]—
[Keen Eye II] > [Keen Eye III]—[Focused Shot II]—[Trigger Finger I] > [Trigger Finger II]—
[Marking Shot I] > [Marking Shot II][Keen Eye]’s growth didn’t surprise him. It was a passive
ability, after all, and constantly in effect. It hadn’t gained a rank in over a year, and it was due for
an upgrade. On the other hand, the stone’s newer abilities’ rank-ups had come much sooner
than expected.After the last battle, Flint worried his current abilities weren’t good enough. He
was an above-average marksman, but he had barely inflicted any damage to the armored
inquisitors or the giants. Flint was starting to wonder whether he’d be better off shedding the skill
stone for something more powerful or unrelated to combat.[Alteration I] > [Alteration II]—



[Change Density I] > [Change Density II]—New Ability Available—New Ability AvailableA shiver
ran down Flint’s spine. After using the ability [Change Density] for the past two weeks, he
expected to gain one rank, not two. He doubted it was just his increased pool of energy—or
essence. Either his status as a classer had something to do with it, or the Iron Army had indeed
impeded the builders’ growth. Perhaps the [Totem of Nurture] had something to do with
unprecedented growth too.[Stoneflesh]Blades struggle to pierce stone. Only the mightiest may
crush it. Burn essence to turn your skin into stone. Sacrifice more to transform your flesh too.
Beware. Stones are neither mobile nor flexible. The tougher you get, the slower you’ll be.
[Transmute]Alteration’s core involves reassembling the world’s building blocks into something it’s
not. Imbue a substance with essence to temporarily transmute it into known metals. Essence
requirements change depending on the metal.The decision wasn’t a hard one for the first open
slot. He liked moving around and staying away from the front lines. If [Stoneflesh] let him
empower the dogs, he’d have happily picked it. [Transmute] felt like a more helpful pick. He
wasn’t sure the best use for it. However, the description intrigued him. The prospect of turning
shaped stone into projectiles could prove handy in combat. If he and Ed ever found themselves
on the battlefield together, he also foresaw himself transmuting shaped spikes into metal.
Combined with the [Throwing] skill stone in Ed’s [Power Node], he believed they could turn into a
terrifying duo.[Animate Totem]Imbue a sculpted totem with essence to temporarily animate it.
The totem’s actions will depend on its nature, and it’ll follow your instructions to a limited extent.
[Cu Sith]Temporarily transform a member of your pack into the moor hounds from fae legends
for one night, increasing their power twofold. The dog’s base physiology and essence abilities
will determine the Cu Sith’s abilities. However, they’ll lose themselves to the transformation,
growing wild and violent and only obedient to your commands.The second option disgusted
Flint. It reminded him of Lea’s sword. Despite the power it offered, the ability left him feeling sick.
It would turn one of his pack into something they were not. Flint worried how such
transformations would affect them in the long term. All of his dogs were kind, friendly, and
lovable. He didn’t want to see them mad and frothing at the mouth.On the other hand, he loved
the concept of mobile totems. The last fight had proven that they only benefited individuals he
considered his allies. Sending a [Totem of Healing] would’ve kept everyone revitalized and
strong throughout the battle. He locked in his decision and finally moved on to the final node.
[Pack Leader I] > [Pack Leader II]—[Aura of Entangling Fur I] > [Aura of Entangling Fur II]—New
Ability available—[Soul Link II]—[Guide Growth]—New Ability available[Pack’s
Essence]Essence doesn’t belong to an individual but to the entire pack. Members of the pack
who do not use or need their essence daily may share it with those who do. Transfer also speeds
up the recipient’s recovery from essence-using abilities. The transfer’s efficiency varies with
range and rank.[Moon’s Aura]The pack thrives best under the moon’s light. All members gain
increased strength, speed, essence control, and regeneration while the moon is in the sky. The
aura’s effectiveness changes based on the moon’s phase. It’s strongest when full and weakest
during the new moon.The decision was a lot harder than Flint expected. He would’ve picked



[Moon’s Aura] in a heartbeat if not for its two variable factors: time of day and phase of the moon.
The former bothered him more than the latter. Their two hardest confrontations so far had both
come during the daytime. Unlike the Wyld’s forces, the Iron Army never attacked after dark. After
all, not all of them had night vision. Most beasts would attack at night, but the rest didn’t have a
preferred time of day.Meanwhile, [Pack’s Essence] filled him with ideas. Maya’s attacks were
devastating during combat. He didn’t know Maya’s limit yet, but there was a clear delay between
uses. If he or a pack member could get close enough to transfer essence into her, it would make
survival a breeze. He didn’t have to think about it for long. [Pack’s Essence] wasn’t situational
and could be used whenever necessary.Finally, Flint turned his attention to the final new ability.
The relevant glowing circle sat next to the class node.[Hunter’s Aura]The best hunters are pack
hunters. A pack member’s speed, agility, and empathic communication sharply increase when
they and their friends focus on a singular target. The aura’s effectiveness increases with each
pack member involved.[Shared Aura]What good is a powerful aura if it can’t be shared? When a
pack member gains a unique aura, it may share it with the rest of the pack. The shared aura gets
more powerful the closer a pack member is to the source.Flint wanted both abilities. Maya had
shown him the memories of her and Bjorn fighting the antlered giant. Both of them dreaded
hearing Bjorn’s pained yelp. An aura that increased the pack’s abilities when they fought as a
group was perfect. At the same time, everyone would benefit from sharing Bjorn’s chilling aura.
Chilling enemies over a larger area wouldn’t just help the dogs but everyone else
involved.Stones often gave people the opportunity to pick an ability again at a later level.
Perhaps Bjorn’s aura would get more powerful at a later stage of existence. If that happened,
he’d keep his eyes open for [Shared Aura].In the short term, [Hunter’s Aura] felt like a more
potent candidate and could potentially improve their chances when facing down bigger game.
Flint locked in his decision and finally cut his connection with the Heartstone.Dusk had come
and passed. The consistency of time’s passage appeared to change every time he communed
with the Heartstone. His stomach was rumbling too, so he trudged up the hill to the camp. By the
time Flint reached the pool, his pelvis was throbbing. He didn’t have any energy left to move, let
alone eat.Fortunately, the newer builders had already started dinner and were celebrating the
wall’s completion with a drink. When they invited Flint to join them, he jumped at the opportunity.
The smell of venison stew and freshly baked bread from the kitchens made his stomach rumble.
However, he rejected the alcohol. It interfered with his empathic sense and pushed unwanted
emotions on the dogs.They asked Flint about his time in the army, and he told them. The more
time Flint spent around the Woodson Fort’s new residents, the clearer everything became.
Propaganda and limited information had skewed his vision of the world. As long as the Iron
Council controlled the narrative, they could comfortably command the population.Meanwhile,
the Wyld sounded like a tyrannical bunch. They were more open about their motives, and certain
members of the high fae wanted to rule the disk. They were willing to wipe out entire communities
—like the Order of Sun and Moon—to get their way. He previously believed they only attacked
military settlements. Now that Flint lived with fae who had once served in the Wyld army, he



knew the commanding forces didn’t differentiate between soldier and civilian. They spared
children, but everyone else was fair game.2For the first time in two weeks, it wasn’t discomfort
that woke Flint from his slumber. Instead, Winona stood over him with an eyebrow raised, gently
prodding him with her boot. He scanned the shelter. Only he and the dogs were still
present.“How the hell do you sleep under a pile of dogs?” she asked. “I can feel the heat
radiating off them from here.”Flint chuckled carefully, easing himself out from under Maya. She
liked sleeping across his body while Bjorn had claimed his right side. The bloodhounds slept by
his feet, and it was for the best. Their coarse, curly fur wasn’t as comfortable as Maya’s or
Bjorn’s. All pack members cracked their eyes open and watched Flint as he got up, but he
encouraged them to go back to sleep with a gentle push of warmth and comfort. None of the
dogs fought him and let themselves drift off once again.Like always, Flint wore little more than
his shorts. Winona glanced at his body’s usual morning rigidity but her expression didn’t change.
He didn’t ask for privacy while getting dressed, and she didn’t look away. Flint wondered whether
it was normal to her due to life as a soldier or if the fae were more comfortable with nudity than
humans. Most pucks didn’t wear any clothing and relied on their fur to hide their
privates.Meanwhile, most brownies—male or female—only wore bottoms. Both brownie genders
had similar-looking chests. It was the facial features and hair that helped him differentiate
between them.“Would you like breakfast?” Flint asked after relieving himself and washing up.
“Honestly, I wasn’t expecting to see you until later in the day.”“Essence training is best when your
body is light and stomach empty,” Winona replied, directing him downhill. “It’s for the best if we
do this on an empty stomach. The target range should be empty right now.”“Why don’t we just
stay right here?” Flint asked, stretching. “The builders were up late celebrating last night. They
won’t be up for ages. Meanwhile, there’s a chance we might run into someone down there. Ed
wasn’t in bed. It’s likely the boy is off practicing already.”“Whatever works.” She plopped down on
the ground, adopting a cross-legged position. Flint mirrored her. “I reckon we tried it all wrong the
last couple of times. Most people look within themselves to find their essence, but perhaps you
are different. Empaths aren’t common, you see. When I asked Alais about your fae roots, he told
me the results were inconclusive, whatever that means. He’s been on edge the last couple of
days, so I don’t know what’s going on with him. Given how desperately he hides a vial of your
blood, I bet there’s something unusual about it.”“Do you think my empathy is getting in the way of
my essence sense or manipulation?”“That’s unlikely,” Winona replied. “All other mystic senses
have to come from somewhere. For example, my far sight comes from my essence circulating
through my eyes. Perhaps your empathy comes from your essence passively flowing through
some part of your brain. If you tell me more about everything you can do, perhaps we can get to
the bottom of your essence problems.”“Well, I can feel the emotions of everyone around me. It
doesn’t seem to work on humans or most Wyldbloods, but otherwise—I’ve never tried
describing it, to be honest.” Flint fell silent for a moment, trying to get his thoughts together. “It’s
like all creatures are radiating a constant stream of swirling colors and temperatures. I feel it
strongest with dogs, of course, and I can sense most other beasts to a lesser extent. As for fae, I



can sense pucks and brownies the best. But with the more human-looking fae, my senses are
weaker—” Flint paused. “Except you. I don’t know why, but I feel you pretty well.”“Strange.”
Winona frowned. She broke eye contact, watching the stream that fed the pool instead of him.
“I’ve heard of other empaths, but their powers didn’t vary as much as yours. Is that it? Can you
influence others’ emotions?”“I wouldn’t call it influencing,” Flint replied. “When one of the dogs is
panicking, I push a cooling...temperature…feelings and they calm down. I’ve tried it on pack
horses and mules too, but their minds are too dull.”“What about people? Have you tried it on
anyone else?”“I’d rather not lie. When we first captured you, I tried pushing and pulling on your
emotions too. I’m not sure whether it worked or not.”Winona smirked, looking into Flint’s eyes. “I
know. That’s when I guessed you were an empath. My order didn’t just teach us how to resist
telepathic and empathic influence. We were to look through such attempts to study our foe. I felt
your disgust, Flint. You hated yourself for trying to influence my emotions, and I understood what
kind of person you are at that moment.” Winona scooted closer to Flint. It was the first time he
had gotten so close to her since taking the iron bands off her wrists and ankles—without the
urgency of patching her up, at least. Her deep-blue irises housed swimming silver flecks. It was a
detail he had missed before. “I think your method of using essence is closer to a beast’s than a
human’s. You’re not using spells, runes, or abilities. You act on instinct.”Soft fingers traced his
collarbone and then traced his sternum. Winona’s touch sent a shiver down his spine, and the
hairs on the back of his neck stood on their ends. “It needs to come from in here,” Winona said,
stopping where his rib cage ended. “Don’t overthink things, and listen to your heartbeat. Block
everything out and just let yourself feel the world around you in the same way you do your
emotions. Instead of looking for the essence inside yourself, try to feel it in me the same way you
feel others’ emotions.”The instructions didn’t help. He reached out to the world around him and
he felt the dogs sleeping in the shelter. They radiated warmth, comfort, and an inkling of joy—
probably a dream involving chasing a juicy rabbit through the Verdant Plains. It was the most
dominant presence when he focused on his empathic sense. Flint tried something he rarely
considered.Over the last couple of weeks, when surrounded by fae, he’d erect a mental barrier
to block them out. It wasn’t just that he felt uncomfortable peeking in on their emotions when
they didn’t want him to, but at times it got uncomfortable too. He didn’t want to know who they
envied, or which she-brownie wanted to steal another’s mate. He had never considered blocking
his link to dogs though. It felt like an unnatural thing to do. Flint erected a mental barrier between
him and the pack so they wouldn’t overwhelm everything else he felt.Suddenly, the muted
emotions coming from Winona got sharper. Curiosity—orange streaked with pink with warmer
undercurrents—dominated as the most prominent emotion radiating from her. Then came
excitement, but no matter how much Flint probed, he couldn’t figure out its source. He furrowed
his brow and pushed harder, but an invisible wall rose, pushing him back.“You’re focusing on the
wrong thing, Flint,” Winona said. “Stop trying to look inside my head and just feel what I’m
feeling.”“I’m trying,” Flint said, watching the silver flecks in her eyes sparkle and dance around.
They were like tiny slivers of moonlight and appeared smaller than when they first started their



exercise.“You’re still thinking and trying to figure things out. Just feel!” Annoyance flared from
Winona, overcoming the curiosity.“I only know how to do that with dogs!”“I’m circulating the last
of the moonlight essence through my body right now before it disappears with the sunrise,”
Winona whispered, taking his hands. “Don’t try to sense my emotions or figure them out. Try
feeling them instead as I do it.”Flint stared into her eyes as they sparkled. There was something
there that he was missing. He just knew it. All Flint needed to do was get past the little barrier,
and then everything would become clear to him.You can do this!“That’s not going to work.”
Winona sighed. “Close your eyes.”“Why—”“Just do as I say.”“Fine.” Flint closed his eyes and
pushed all images of the outside world away. Instead, he focused on the colors radiating from
Winona and tried emanating the same hues as her.The slim fingers caressing his hands moved.
They traced his knuckles and then his palms. The same shiver from before ran down Flint’s
spine. Winona’s fingertips pressed against his before their fingers intertwined. Their palms met,
and they both radiated the same warmth. Then he felt Winona’s mouth against his, and Flint’s
lips parted on reflex.Red.As their tongues caressed one another, the heat radiating off Winona
intensified, and Flint felt himself matching the temperature. He pulled her closer, and she
responded to her touch. Winona’s hands released his and found a place in his dark hair. Flint’s
arms slipped around his waist as he pulled her in more aggressively. Winona moved with him,
wrapping her legs around him.Red.Flint felt Winona’s animalistic hunger and felt it stir within him
too as his red mingled with hers. He’d never felt such an intense link with any woman before.
Then, as the kissing continued and Flint accepted the swirling heat and color, he felt something
else. Something new. It felt like moonlight—cold, beautiful, and calming. It danced around
Winona and slowly slipped away as if it were snow melting under the brightening light of day.
Then Flint felt the same within him. Except the light didn’t reside in him and carried different
hues.The mixture of bright pink and baby blue flowed through and around him. Instinct told Flint
that the colors didn’t belong to him. It was as much a part of the world as it was his. The colors
wove into threads which wove into a rough twine, winding around and connecting the embracing
couple.The mental barrier melted as his inhibitions slipped, and similarly shaded ribbons linked
him to the dogs in the hut too. Most of it floated freely, dancing through and around him. It didn’t
fight the red radiating off the two but intermingled and intensified it, making the color a deeper
crimson. Even though he was enjoying Winona’s embrace, he had to break away and tell her.“I
feel it!” Flint exclaimed.Winona raised an eyebrow, breathing heavily for a moment. “Really?”“I
did just there. How did you know it would work?”“I didn’t.” She chuckled, not letting go of his hair
or loosening her muscled legs. “I was just trying to get you to get out of your head and feel my
emotions.” The silver light around her flared. “There’s a chance I got a little carried away.”“Well, I
liked you getting carried away. It felt good.”Winona grinned. “Honestly, I wasn’t expecting that,”
she said. “That was a lot more intense than I thought it would be.”“I’d very much like to explore
that some more,” Flint said, pulling her in for a kiss again.Gold accompanied the crimson this
time. Flint identified the new color as amusement. He felt the silver evaporate from Winona,
replaced by an inky black. The new color didn’t feel dark or scary. It was as much a part of



Winona as the silver. Flint felt the accompanying cold for a second, but the crimson’s heat soon
pulled the essence aside and contained it.“Later,” Winona said, abruptly ending the kiss. Flint
tried going in for one more, but her hold on his hair tightened, and she held his head in place. It
stung slightly, but Flint liked it. The figurative warmth had spread into his trousers, and the hair-
pulling intensified the sensation.“What do you mean later?”“I’m here to teach you how to feel and
harness your essence, Flint,” Winona smirked, looking into his eyes. “It doesn’t set a good
precedent for me as a teacher if I let a lesson devolve into... whatever this is. Hence, later. I, too,
would like to explore what we’re feeling right now. However, this is neither the right place nor the
right time.”“When then?”“I don’t know yet.” Winona started pulling away, but when Flint didn’t
loosen his hold, she hesitated. Her eyes wandered down to his mouth, and she bit her lips.
“Soon,” she stated, planting a soft peck on his cheek, and unwrapped herself from around him.
“Tell me about your essence. What does it feel like?”“It’s like a ribbon of intertwining pink and
blue,” Flint answered. He felt Winona blocking out his empathic sense, and the twine connecting
them snapped. “I can feel them connecting me to the dogs.” He smiled, looking into Winona’s
eyes. “A second ago, it connected me to you.”“Get us connecting out of your mind for a moment.”
Winona picked a palm-sized rock off the ground and tossed it to Flint. “Channel one of your
abilities while consciously driving your essence. Let’s see what happens.”The stone felt no
different from the rocks that created the ground and cliff walls around them. Flint had spent the
last couple of weeks using [Change Density] and [Shape] on them. He knew how much each
cast drained him and had a rough estimate of his stores. Now when he channeled the former
ability, he sensed a gush of essence pouring out of him. The rock shrunk in his hands as he
compressed it, but most of the energy disappeared into the air around him. Unlike the essence
circulating in and out of him, it dispersed into nothing.“Did you just feel that?” Flint asked,
amazed by how he had never sensed the energy dissipating before.“No, but I can see how much
essence you just wasted,” Winona replied. “It’s the same with Ed. Your lot aren’t efficient at all
with your spells and abilities. It looks like it won’t just be the Wyldblood and fae that I teach.
Everyone needs a lesson on how to be smart with their essence. The humans tired themselves
out much too quickly against the giants. Given the state of things, we won’t survive when the
Wyld gets here unless everyone gets lessons on essence conservation.”3The essence
manipulation lessons continued for several hours after sunrise. Flint didn’t try to kiss Winona
again, and she didn’t initiate either. The pair lost their trains of thoughts to lingering stares
several times but enforced a professional tone once the other builders stirred. She tried to teach
Flint restraint so that he wouldn’t waste excessive quantities of essence on his abilities.
Unfortunately, he didn’t make any headway. Finally, they moved on from the subject after an hour
of trying, declaring he needed to learn how to walk before running.Winona covered elemental
runes too. Flint wasn’t sure how it worked for druids—or whether he was a druid at all—but she
claimed most fae were born with attunements.Certain races had a particular inclination toward
certain schools of magic. Brownies were the best Wyld casters. They excelled at spells that
manipulated flora and fauna. Pucks specialized in physical enhancement. Dryads were the best



at healing and making things grow. Meanwhile, the high fae received their “high” classification
because of how deeply connected their physiology was to essence. They could utilize a wide
variety of essence and manipulate the more abstract elements of Diskverse—Winona explained
the existence as the vast container in which the disks, stars, moons, and all other heavenly
bodies floated.Unfortunately, the usual attunement identification techniques didn’t work on Flint.
Instead, Winona hoped an inclination or specialization would reveal itself as he learned how to
manipulate the runes. She pulled up her blouse, showing off four sets of rune formations
tattooed on her back. One of them helped her summon her moonlight wings. Another enhanced
her limbs with shadows, letting her run and jump at high speeds. The final two helped her collect
and channel the relevant essences. Then she’d use incantations, or hand movements, to
manipulate them into whatever shape she desired.Much to Flint’s disappointment, just marking
his skin with runes wasn’t enough. He’d need to learn and understand them to avoid misuse.
Winona wasn’t sure how they’d function for him due to fundamental differences in his essence
when compared to others. She used her will to command the runes. Winona doubted it would
work the same for Flint.After Flint broke his connection to Winona, his ability to sense her
essences and see their colors disappeared. However, he could still see the swirling pink and
blue flowing through and around him. But, unfortunately, the high fae couldn’t make heads or
tails of the colors he saw.Flint wondered whether his specialization ended with empathic
abilities. He needed to find a target to test them later and see if charging a push or pull with
essence increased its power. Ed had taken to his essence like a natural and found ways to fine-
tune his skill-stone-given abilities. Flint hoped he’d achieve something similar.They ended the
lesson around midday and parted ways. Winona headed downhill to visit the outer guard and
check on their essence training. Flint set the dogs free to go hunting once again and started his
journey uphill. His hips felt better—Flint wasn’t sure whether it was the lesson or the kissing—
and he felt prepared to check on the fort’s progress.He trudged uphill, taking his time with the
climb. Just because the discomfort had faded for the time being didn’t mean it wouldn’t intensify
later. Riding Bjorn was sustainable in the short term, but dogs weren’t made for riding. Anything
more than a short trip had left his back and hips sore. In addition, the snow dog had a low
attention span. His tendency to get distracted caused a lot of zigzagging and made Flint’s
stomach do flips.When Flint reached the empty moat, his jaw dropped. The buildings beyond no
longer resembled the ruins they once were. The buildings were no longer pockmarked with
holes, and the stones weren’t crumbling. Instead, Flint found himself facing polished stone with
near-perfect corners and chimneys matching the one on his shelter. He guessed the new
builders had continued work even after he dismissed them.A quick scan was sufficient for Flint
to identify the handiwork. Ed hadn’t mastered [Earth Molding] yet. Streaks marked the stone
where he’d willed it to rise. He and the other builders had filled in the holes and constructed new
walls where there were none. They still lacked an eye for detail which the Iron Army’s Building
Division had drilled into Flint. Even though he was tempted to fix the imperfection as he passed,
he didn’t. Ed and the others had taken the initiative to do the work. He saw it as a sign of them



making the Woodson Fort their home.As he ventured further into the budding neighborhood,
Flint was pleased to find traces of Fae help too. In the areas with softer soil, trees had grown in
odd shapes to supplement missing walls. Vine curtains hung from roofs, and their flowers added
color to the previously brown-gray surroundings as well. It wasn’t just a visually pleasing sight,
but left him feeling warm inside too.Humans walked in and out of doors framed by lush foliage.
Fae children slid down beautifully shaped stone roofs. At first, he had worried that his pursuits
were idealistic. Flint had wondered whether naming the settlement and its citizens Woodson was
a mistake. Yet, things appeared to be moving forward swimmingly. Perhaps surviving battle
against two terrifying threats yet prevailing had helped build bridges. He charged the nearby
totems before moving on.Flint was painfully aware that the chances of replicating their victory
weren’t yet within their reach. The inquisitors would’ve most likely prevailed without the hill
giants’ attack. They owed their win against the monsters to the iron soldiers tiring them out—and
the dogs, of course. Flint refused to rely on luck for future victories. Therefore, before continuing
with the life quest’s objectives, Flint wanted to ensure all production lines were coming along
well.The fort would need new weapons, traps, alchemical creations, and a whole lot more to
ensure they were equipped for the next fight. There was no telling whether the Iron Inquisitors
would return or not. Meanwhile, more monster attacks and a visit from the Wyld were
overdue.Even if the latter hadn’t sensed the sword’s magical pulse, sooner or later they’d wonder
why Winona’s party hadn’t yet returned from their scouting mission. More scouts would come,
and some would get away and report to the Wyld. It was inevitable. Flint hoped to equip every
human with iron and arm the fae with Aetherite before they visited. Therefore, he planned on
visiting Adam first.The gardens were an even bigger surprise. In two weeks, the trees had grown
enough to rival adults, and bright red fruit hung from their branches. Berries covered the thick
bushes even though their season had long passed. Flint spotted rows of potato crop and other
root vegetables as well. Twylip’s [Herbology] and the dryads were collaborating brilliantly.The
captured goats grazed on a fenced patch in the far corner. A pair of young pucks busied
themselves shoveling fist-sized droppings. They were engaged in an animated conversation and
laughing though. Flint couldn’t tell whether it was a regular chore or punishment.Lefa stood not
far from the pen, surrounded by a large group of children. They all carried notebooks and writing
sticks. She dictated slowly, and they took notes. Not long ago, most of them were unsure of basic
arithmetic. Now, they shakily followed her words, occasionally peeking at their neighbor’s texts to
get things done.Human and fae workers traveled between the gardens and the fort through a
side door on the far end. Flint had included the side entrance so the kitchens could collect
whatever they needed without issue. Adam planned to add a collapsing metal barricade above
the doorway to block it off if attackers got past the two outer walls.Flint could’ve spent all day
watching the gardens, but he pressed on. It was the one day off he had given himself, and he still
had too much to do. Flint tore himself away from the sight and made his way toward Adam’s
workshop.Much to Flint’s delight, fae and human artisans worked side by side. The former
mostly focused on Aetherite. They had a separate forge covered in runes and, instead of tools,



used spells similar to Adam’s [Tinkering] abilities to manipulate the molten materials. Axes,
spearheads, daggers, knives, and gauntlets hung from hooks next to their
workstation.Meanwhile, the humans weren’t just crafting weapons. Flint saw tools and armor too.
He spotted the inquisitors’ armor on mannequins in a far corner. Leaving good-quality armor
unused felt like a waste, but the fae had too many negative memories of the Iron Army, and he
didn’t want them feeling uncomfortable in their homes.“I was wondering when you’d show,”
Adam said in a voice that wasn’t his. He struggled to maintain a steady pitch and sounded like a
teenager. Flint had instructed the council to ensure no one—including the kids—called him out
on it or made fun of his speech. He held up a dagger for Flint to see.“You’ve got more people in
here than I expected.” Flint accepted the iron dagger and held it up to the light. Runes lined the
blade and it weighed more than he initially assumed. On the other hand, it felt more comfortable
in his hand than any bladed weapon he had held before. “Why does this feel different?”Adam
grinned. “Aetherite core, and the fae have been teaching me runes. It conducts essence better
than ordinary iron weapons.” He led Flint to a work surface covered with freshly polished iron
weapons. “We’ll be arming the humans of the guard and hunting party with these.” He nodded at
the Aetherite forge on the other side of the workshop. “I’ve been assisting them with my abilities
too. We should be able to arm the fae by next week too.”“This is amazing, Adam!” Flint
exclaimed. He picked a rough sheath off the table and used it to fasten the dagger to his belt. “I
didn’t expect you to progress so quickly!”“Having assistants helps. The fae know what they’re
doing, and my lot was a challenge initially, but they’re getting better at following instructions.” He
waved at Flint, leading him through a door at the back of the smithy. “Alais is giving me lessons
on runes, and I was hoping you’d give me the [Scribing] skill stone for my [Aura Node].”Flint’s
eyes widened as he entered Adam’s private workshop. Large machines and molds lined the
walls with devices he’d never seen before. “How did you get the time to make all of this?” Flint
asked.“Your [Building] skill stone speeds up your construction speed, doesn’t it?” Adam
chuckled. “I’ve got [Smithing] to help me do the same. Then it’s just a matter of assembling it with
[Tinkering]’s guidance. I’ve already gained a rank to speed up the process.” He grinned from ear
to ear. “So I have good news and bad news for you. Which would you like?”“Bad news.”“The
lumber in Lea’s Slumber is rubbish. It’s decent for bows but not crossbows. I’m afraid I can’t
make you a crossbow as good as your old one.”“What’s the good news then?” Flint asked.Adam
snapped his fingers, emitting a silver light. A lantern hanging over his desk lit up. Once again,
Flint was amazed by what he saw. Pieces of hand cannons littered the work surface. “I’m sorry,
but I took apart the firearm you took off Mr. Mayor,” Adam said. “You left it lying around and forgot
about it, and I couldn’t help myself. Since then, I’ve been using the fae’s knowledge to refine my
ideas and toying with a version that doesn’t use gunpowder.”He waved at a device as long as his
forearm. Unlike a crossbow, its wooden stock curved around the trigger, forming a beautifully
carved handle. The thick, rectangular, Aetherite body housed an eyeball-sized sphere crystal. It
glowed with a soft silver hue. The runes carved into it were as detailed as Winona’s tattoos.
Finally, the body narrowed into a cylindrical barrel.Adam picked up the weapon and pointed it at



a mannequin across the room. It wore an inquisitor’s armor and several tiny dents, tiny
punctures, and scratches marked it. The smith pulled the weapon’s trigger, and the pulsing
sphere brightened. The hand cannon went off with a thundercrack. No new marks appeared on
the mannequin, but the wall above it cracked audibly.Flint rushed over, eager to see the results,
and found a slight indentation in the wall. The inch-deep hole smoked, giving off a metallic smell.
It wasn’t the only mark on the wall. Similar spots surrounded the mannequin.“My aim isn’t the
best,” Adam said. “This is my first working version, and I’m trying to make it quieter and more
accurate, but it’s working! I reckon this will be a powerful replacement for the crossbow and
make up for your lack of empowering abilities.”“You’re telling me this weapon punched through
an inquisitor’s armor?” Flint asked and got a nod in response. “What is that crystal? Where did
you get it?”“Alais calls them Aether crystals. They’re rare and occasionally form around Aetherite
nodes. Apparently, high fae royalty use it to arm their personal guards with powerful weapons.
They’re typically not casters, and it helps round out their physical abilities.”“Can I give it a try?”
Flint asked, his heart pounding in his chest. The weapon was ugly and carried more bulk than he
liked. However, the power and design could potentially put him on the same level as casters. It
was the gunpowder that made hand cannons a chore. Adam had found a perfect workaround for
the issue.“Of course,” Adam said. “It’s for you, after all.” He dropped a pellet down the barrel and
pulled a lever over the stock before handing it to Flint. “This just locks the pellet in place until you
pull the trigger. That’s a lesson I learned with the second version. Point and pull the trigger. It’s as
easy as that.”The weapon’s heft didn’t surprise Flint. The construction carried a fair bit of
Aetherite. He’d have no trouble carrying it with one hand but holding it in both felt more
comfortable. He pointed it at the mannequin and pulled the trigger. The hand cannon bucked in
his hand as he fired, and the iron helmet spun. [Keen Eye] helped him spot the point on the wall
his bullet had struck after grazing the mannequin.“I don’t know whether I’m shit or the sights are
off, but this feels good,” Flint said. “Can I hold onto this?”“Not yet,” Adam answered. “Aether
crystals are much too rare, and this is one of three chunks I have. Let me run a few more tests
and iron out the kinks. Then I’ll give you a working version with a sack of iron pellets.”4“I was
expecting to see you earlier,” Twylip said over her shoulder.After finishing with Adam, Flint had
taken a quick stroll through the kitchens before entering her workshop. It was the least crowded
of all the rooms he had visited so far. Pira sat in a far corner surrounded by textbooks. Flint
guessed Twylip had brought them over from the village for her to study. The fae had a couple of
healers among them, and Flint had not long refreshed the totems around the fort. However,
having multiple healers around would benefit everyone in the long run.“Didn’t you have classes?”
Flint asked. “I heard you’ve been teaching basic medicine and first aid to everyone interested.”“In
my opinion, it’s as important as cooking. An understanding of basic medicine and an
understanding of physiology is something everybody needs. So I’m trying to get the fae healers
to join in and do some teaching on the matter too. They’ve been avoiding me though.”“Perhaps
Winona or Alais can help recruit. They might be able to convince at least one of them. Having
some of the fae children learn basic healing magic wouldn’t be a bad idea either.”“I think the



healers are hesitant because fae healing suffers from the same issues as strong regenerative
potions,” Twylip said, finally facing Flint. Her face appeared pale, and she had bags under her
eyes. Flint guessed she was burning the candle at both ends. As the fort’s only alchemist, she
didn’t just need to bolster the arsenal, but also create products for trade with Lea’s
Slumber.“What do you mean?” Flint asked, studying the many bubbling cauldrons and glass
containers. “I’ve not had the luxury of consuming regenerative potions, but fae healing has sped
up my recovery a fair deal.”“That’s because Seela and Sap have been practicing their spells for
decades. Apparently, healing magic requires a delicate touch. An uncontrolled infusion of
essence might damage the heart or brain or even cause cancerous growths. It’s the same with
alchemical potions. If you consume too much too frequently your body might exhibit unwanted
reactions. If you’re lucky, it’ll stop at toxic overload.” Twylip sighed. “I wish I could share the
images that came with the Heartstone’s ‘intermediate’ knowledge of Alchemy. They were
downright horrifying.”“Did the stone give you two starting spells the same as Adam’s
[Tinkering]?”Twylip nodded. “Initially, I just got [Transmute Essences] and [Essence Reaction].
The intermediate knowledge helped me climb to the skill’s second rank fairly quickly, and I got
[Essence Refinement] for it. Either way, leave Winona and Alais out of this. I understand their
hesitation, and strong-arming won’t set a good precedent. Let me do it my way. Perhaps find
good candidates first.”“How’s production coming along?” Flint asked. “I hope you’re not burning
the candle at both ends.”“I don’t really have any options right now. If the Heartstone gives you
another [Alchemy] stone, it would help if you snatched it up. Since Adam and Winona are
focusing on arming and preparing the defensive force, my primary focus has been preparing
tradeable products for the life quest. I’ve run into a major hiccup though.”“What is it?”“I’m running
out of useable containers.”“I can have Ed and the newcomers create stone containers—”“That
won’t do, Flint,” Twylip said, interrupting him. “The stones around here have too many
substances that might react to my concoctions and affect the overall composition. Given the
volatile nature of some of the products I’m working with, that’s not a smart decision.”“What do
you suggest then?”“I’ve been talking to Winona, and we have fae who are experienced with
singing crystals into shapes they desire.” Twylip chuckled when Flint’s eyebrows rose. “I know. It
sounds absurd, but apparently it’s a thing. The magic follows the same rules as her moonlight
shaping but is a slower and more gentle process. If they can do it with silica—the primary
constituent of glass—it will make my life a lot easier.”“I’ll see if there’s a node for it,” Flint told her.
“I’ve been wondering how to utilize the essence collected from the last battle. I think it should be
a good investment alongside another Aetherite node.”“More Aether Crystals could transform
how we live,” Twylip said, pushing a list of plants and mushrooms into Flint’s hands. “I’ve listed
these by importance and have added diagrams so you have an easy time recognizing them. If
you’ve got essence to spare, I’d love to add to the mushroom farm or gardens with these. It could
improve our safety and quality of life.”Flint flipped through the pages, glancing at Twylip’s
explanation for why she’d like each of them. “Some of these do look interesting...” Flynn
inspected the one fungus with burning spores closely, ““..and downright scary. I’ll think about it. I



left the essence alone to recover, because after getting the waterways and sewage working, I
planned on investing in our defenses.”He paused when he noticed Pira had edged closer and
was leaning toward where they stood. He cleared his throat, making the woman scramble back
to where she originally sat. “I don’t want enemies using either as vulnerabilities and sending
spies or assassins into the fort. I’ve been worried about other builders, diggers, or any kind of
earth manipulation spell. If we can use them to erect defenses—”“Others could use the same
abilities to tunnel in,” Twylip mumbled, her brows furrowing.“Exactly. I’d like to see if the [City
Planning Table] has options that can help prevent such an occurrence. The cliff walls bordering
the slope and the village act as natural defenses, giving us a significant advantage. However, if
someone were to tunnel through it to approach us from the sides or underneath, we wouldn’t
see it coming.”“That’s a valid concern,” Twylip said, frowning. “Tell me something, Flint. Have you
ever used [Shape] on metal? Or directly on the iron nodes to extract metal?”“I haven’t.” Flint’s
eyes widened as he put together where Twylip was going with her train of thought.“Try it. I
imagine it takes physical effort or a [Mining] ability to retrieve ore quickly. Metal is naturally
resistant to fae magic and should be a valid deterrent against the Wyld. If I’m right about [Shape]
not working, place iron nodes in strategic locations around the slope’s walls. Talk to Alais about
the rest. He’s been teaching Adam and the other artisans about runes. Perhaps he could teach
you a few which make materials resistant to abilities or magic.”“Then we can mark vulnerable
areas with runes!” Flint exclaimed. “That’s brilliant. It should also act as an excellent essence-
training tool for anyone learning essence manipulation. We can task them—especially children—
with going around and recharging runes.”Flint’s respect for Twylip grew as the conversation
continued. The Heartstone’s gift of intermediate alchemical knowledge had improved her
understanding of more than just alchemy. It had helped shine a light on how essence worked.
Next they discussed the products she was creating as luxury items for Lea’s Slumber. Twylip
planned to capitalize on their vanity and provide skin rejuvenation, hair growth, weight loss, and
hair removal products that her biological father had failed to produce despite popular
demand.Her plan amused Flint and he failed to find a fault in it. After growing up in a human city,
he’d seen the extent people went for vanity. Some people would go as far as to poison
themselves or swallow parasites for the sake of appearances. Wearing iron helmets for hours on
end sped up balding, and wig makers made a killing selling to soldiers who couldn’t afford
regular alchemical solutions.The Woodson council would need to meet soon and discuss what
trade products to prioritize. Twylip insisted on purchasing mountain pheasants along with lumber.
A couple of families in Lea’s Slumber farmed them and sold eggs to the rest of the village. The
meat carried more flavor than chicken and the feathers would benefit the fletchers. Brownie
magic and the totems would help them grow and reproduce quickly, solving the meat issue. Flint
liked her idea, as it would reduce the reliance on the dogs and hunting parties.The residents of
Woodson Fort were just starting to settle in and figure out what they needed—not just for
security but also to live comfortable lives. Lumber would cease to be an issue once the garden’s
trees were a touch longer. The dryads had the ability to sing the branches into whatever shape



they needed. The Wyldcasters could use magic to grow wood as well. On the other hand, the
fort would continue to rely on Lea’s Slumber for grains. The Woodson territory didn’t have
enough open land to grow them. Flint was sure there would be more problems or needs that the
[City Planning Table] struggled to solve.Since Twylip already had the recipe and equipment for
the freezing concoction sorted, Flint urged her to increase production. Lea’s Slumber already
demanded a regular supply. It felt smart to set a fraction of each batch aside for the force. If not
for it, Colonel Smith would’ve cut down Flint in an instant and then made an attempt on Lea’s
Slumber. He liked the idea of lobbing the shiny blue death vials over the walls at charging
enemies. Twylip agreed to get on it as soon as Flint procured a source of crystal or glass.After
finishing with Twylip, Flint stopped by the mines. He had to return to Adam’s workshop and take
stairs down into the underground level. It extended across the width of the fort and was twenty
feet across. The wall on his left had a couple of pucks working on it with rune-covered pickaxes.
A sizable crystalline bump sat at the middle of it with black veins radiating out of it. He
recognized a clear luminescent growth as an Aether Core. It was half the size of the one in the
gun.A couple of men attacked the opposite wall with tools and fists bathed in red auras. It had a
similar protrusion of shiny iron surrounded by silvery-red veins. Flint walked up to the stone and
channeled [Shape]. The rocks creaked and cracked but they didn’t react the same way as when
he created blocks. It didn’t make sense, since all rocks contained some quantity of metals—or
so he’d been taught. However, if the high iron concentration could stop fae attackers and hinder
attacking builders, it was a bonus. At the same time, Flint worried it would harm his fae residents.
There was a lot he still needed to figure out, but it was knowledge worth having.5As Flint
climbed the stairs to the [City Planning Table], he found himself missing the dogs. Not the
bloodhounds so much, since they wanted to be a part of the pack more than befriend him, but
he wanted more time with the others. When he was still with the Iron Army, Flint would spend
entire days away from Maya but always knew she was nearby waiting. Now, getting the fort
running took up all of his time, and she was busy leading the pack.One of the matrons in the
orphanage had once told him that life rarely followed plans or adhered to hopes and dreams.
However, not every unwanted event was a negative one. Flint hoped he was doing a good thing
and working for everyone’s benefit with the fort, but it wasn’t the quiet life he wanted. He kept
making plans to spend more time with the dogs, but building projects or other responsibilities got
in the way. It felt unfair to keep the dogs cooped up within the walls when he couldn’t afford to
pay attention to them.Hopefully, things would get better once he had a decent infrastructure set
up and didn’t need to manage a dozen different things. Perhaps the life quest would give him a
break once he completed the coming objectives. Then he could go hunting with the pack or just
explore the countryside with them. Or maybe he’d take the following day off too. The life quest
had waited two weeks, and he was still recovering from his injuries. Everyone would fare just fine
for a day without him.Then Flint reached the second floor and heard the two classrooms full of
children. The youngest filled the first, chanting phrases in the common tongue after their teacher.
Winona led the second class, talking several teenagers through essence cultivation and



harnessing. Flint spotted fae and Wyldbloods studying side by side. Much to his surprise, he
spotted faces not native to the fort.Is Miss Lya sending anyone with fae heritage our way too?
Flint sighed, cancelling his plans to shirk responsibility and head out with the dogs. He had taken
on the responsibility to ensure the Woodson Fort’s residents had a secure future. If it were just
adults, Flint would happily leave them to their own devices for a day or two. However, he refused
to waste any more time until his charges were capable of protecting themselves. Flint walked
past the classes into the room housing the [City Planning Table]. It would need a door once he
moved his quarters into the fort, but for the time being it was just fine.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Good, but one thing was frustrating. This is the second series where an
important side character gets a harem and the main character doesn't, despite the MC
supposedly being the most integral character of the novel. This was especially frustrating when
there were two women in the novel who were okay with the idea of sharing and the one left out
was completely devoted to him. This caused me to reduce the stars I gave it by one. I hope the
author will consider giving his mcs harems in the future, especially when it's culturally
appropriate like it would have been in this series. At the bare minimum it'd be nice if he didn't
mock us with the inclusion of harems for others who aren't the mc.”

Dannan Tavona, “Rougher than book 1 but still good. Fantasy GameLit Light magicBook 2
continues the story begun in book 1. Our MC, Flint, has take the interesting option to build his
own class by working with his main dog, Maya, a female shepherd, her mate Bjorn, and the
other dogs that get added to the pack.Editing was rougher in this book, as others have pointed
out. The climactic final scenes, though were even rougher and even confusing in places. The
cliffhanger ending was also a strike against the rating. The sequel, however, has a release date,
so that's helpful. Some initial series books don't get past the first novel or two, and it's
disheartening to invest in a story that doesn't ever finish. Hopefully, that's not the case here? A
book 3 is promised, but is the series expected to go longer?Even with the 4* rating, I'm planning
on getting book 3, and part of it is the cliffhanger. We'll see if there's a resolution of sorts on the
two women who are interested in our man, Flint, leader of the pack.”

DD1980, “Wow. This was a good book with plenty of plot twists. However I didn't like the
repeated ending of flint injured. Same thing happened in another book I was reading where the
ending of the second book was kind of the same as the first book. Now there was a good
amount of character growth and world development. I look forward to the next book.”

Thomas A. Lamparty, “Really good book. A really well written book, except for the cliffhanger
ending. Really enjoyed it, plenty of plot twists, and excitement to keep you reading! Battles, skill
advancements, innovation, everything I really like in a story! Get it, read it, you won't be sorry!
Looking forward to book 3.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Pretty good Base-Building story.... The like the Base-Building theme and
the integration of dogs in the story...but it needs some polish. The author could do a better job of
describing what is happening in the world and around the characters. I had to infer what decision
the characters made or what happened to them by reading the next paragraph a few times.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Different. I've really enjoyed both book until the final chapters , Flint is a
good man but he has issues making the hard choices , he's done a good job establishing the



community, who knows what will happen next , I've knocked of a fifth star partly for the plot
direction at the end and partly because on several occasions I found myself re-reading sections
and still not understanding, initially I thought that the book had been translated but it is just a
mixture of confusing magic and poor explanations, I'll certainly read the next volume.”

Michael Jackson, “Fantastic. A great second book join flint and his pack as the bad guys arrive
to threaten his way of life and new more powerful threats appear closer to home , a very good
book if you liked book one this builds on it greatly but now i need to read book 3.”

Marc St Louis, “ . I really liked this book. The story is quite good, even though I'm not fond of
cliffhangers. I will certainly keep on reading the next one”

The book by J Pal has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 506 people have provided feedback.
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